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Simple generators for the coreflective category of subsequential spaces, one of them countable, 
are constructed. EJery such must have subsequential order tiI. Subsequentialness is a local 
property and a countable property, both in a strong sense. A T2-subsequential space may be 
pseudocompact without being sequential, in contrast to T2-subsequential compact (countably 
compact, sequentially compact) spaces all being sequential. A compact subsequential space need 
not be sequential. 

AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D55, 54B30 

subsequeneial spaces sequential spaces 
subsequential order prime spaces 

Although sequential spaces have been studied intensively since the mid-sixties, 
their subspaces., the subsequential spaces have been less well investigated. As late 
as 1976 it was said that “very little is known about these spaces. . .” [20]. Except 
for a convergence characterization given by Aniskovic in 1981 [l] and a smattering 
of other results, referred to below, that assertion is still true. This paper is a modest 
attempt to add to that small store of knowledge. Recall that the category, SEQ, of 
sequential spaces is coreflective in TOP, and is simply generated by the compact 

space, S1 9 consisting of a convergent sequence and its limit point [7]. S1 is of 
sequential order 1 [4]. Similarly, the category, SSEQ, of subsequential spaces is 
also a coreflective subcategory of TOP (Corollary 3.3) and is also simply generated 
(Theorem 4.6). There is, in fact, a countable generator for SSEQ (Theorem 7.3), 
but, by contrast, no compact generator, nor a generator with order less than wI 
(Theorem 8.5). 
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Section 1 is devoted to examples, preliminary observations, and a review of some 
known results. In Section 2 we see that while T2-subsequential spaces with strong 
compactness properties must be sequential, they can be pseudocompact without 
being sequential. Section 3 contains mostly known results about the category SSEQ. 
In Section 4 we see that subsequential spaces are determined by their countable 
subspaces, and use this fact to produce a single generator for SSEQ. 

In Section 5 the prime factorization of subsequential spaces is introduced and 
used to show that subsequentialness is a local property. In Section 6 the subsequential 
order is defined and a family of “canonical” subsequential * e spaces are con- 

structed. In Section 7 prime spaces are used to produce sma single generators 

for SSEQ, one of them countable. In Section 8 we show that, in trast to sequential 

spaces, any simple generator of SSEQ must have order ol. 
Unless specifically mentioned, we assume no separation axio 

les and observations 

This first section is intended to ease the reader into the subject of subsequential 
spaces by providing examples of familiar spaces that are and are not subsequential, 
and by noting easily proven properties that place the subsequential spaces among 
other, better known classes. 

1.1. Eoery sequential space is triGally subsequential 

The simplest example of a subsequential space which is not sequential is due to 
Arens [2, 83. We describe this space next. 

xample. S,. The space S2 is constructed from the convergence sequence S, 
y attaching a convergent sequence to each isolated point of S, and using the 

quotient topology. Calling the limit point of the original seque ce the level-zero 
point, the other points of the original sequence, the level-one poi s, and the isolated 
pot.%s of S2, the level-two points, let S, be the subspace of which omits all 
level-one points. In ST no sequence of level-two points can converge to the level-zero 
point. Thus ST is not sequential. 

There are, of course, many spaces which are not subsequential. The space N, 
below is one such. (The Hausdorff case has been noted by Michael [9], Arhangel’skii 
[3], 2nd no doubt others. We outline a proof of this case e convenience of 
the reader. We shall see following Corollary 6.3 below that t sdorfi hypothesis 

is not needed. This also follows from a result of Aniskovic [l].) 

3. le. N,. The space N, consists of the discrete space N together with one 
point p from the growth of its Stone-tech compactification. N, is not a subspace 
of any Hausdorfl sequential space. 
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If N, is contained in a sequential Hausdorff space S, then the closure, fi, of 
N in S contains a sequence {sn} converging to p Using HausdorfFness and the 
compactness of the sequence, find disjoint open sets U and V of S containing the 
odd and even terms of 1s”) respectively. 1 .:en U n N and Vn N are disjoint sets 
belonging to the ultrafilter p, a contradiction. 0 

(Kannan has shown [ 171 that N, is not a subspace of a Hausdoti sequentiai 
space when the topology of p in the above example is taken to be the meet of the 
neighborhood filters of countably many points of /3lV\fV. Aniskovic has other results 

of this type [l].) 
It is obvious that subsequential spaces are hereditary. 

1 Every subspace of a subsequential space is subsequential. 

The following two observations (1.5 and 1.6) were made by Nogura [23]. 
Recall that a space of countable tightness [21,26] is one in which a set is closed 

whenever it contains the closure of each of its countable subsets. Since every 
sequential space is countabl, TJ tight, as are subspaces of cozntably tight spaces, we 
conclude that: 

1.5. Every subsequential space is of countable tightness. 

Since Simon produced a sequential space whose square is not countably tight 
1271, Nogura notes that: 

1.6. The product of two subsequential spaces need not be subsequential. 

A slick categorical proof for infinite products is included following the proof of 
Proposition 3.2 below. 

Since each space is the continuous image of a discrete space, it is clear that: 

1.7. TIte continuous image of a subsequential space need not be subsequential. 

actness erties 

In this section we consider compactness properties of y5tibsequential spaces. The 
major new results in this section are Propositions 2.3 and 24 which show that 
pseudocompact subspaces of Hausdorff sequential spaces need not be sequential. 

There are compact Hausdorff spaces that are not subsequential. 
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2.1. Both fiI+l and the ordinal space, w1 + 1, are not subsequential. 

roof. Neither has countable tightness. Apply 1.5. Cl 

The examples PN and w1 + 1 suggest that a subsequential compact HausdorfI 
space must already be sequential. Since each compact (countably compact, sequen- 
tially compact) subset of a HausdotlI sequential space is closed [g], and closed 
subsets of sequential spaces are again sequential [7], every T2-subsequential (i.e., 
spaces embeddable in HausdorfI sequentia, spaces) compact space is sequential. 
This has been previously observed in [20]. 

However, this result does not hold for subsequential spaces. 

2.2. There are compact (and therefore countably compact, pseuciocompact, 
sequential spaces which are not sequential, i.e., a compact (countably 
pseudocompact, etc.) subspace of a sequential space need not be sequential 

etc.) sub 
compact, 

Proof. Add a new point p to SZ (as described in Example 1.2 above) whose 
neighborhoods contain all but finitely many level-two points. Retain the old neigh- 
borhoods of the other points. This space is sequential but not HatisdorfI. Its subspace 
S, u {p} is compact but not sequential. Cl 

We do not know if a compact HausdorfI subspace of a (non-HausdorfI) sequential 
space need be sequential. However, such a space must have countable tightness 
and, hence, in the presence of the proper forcing axiom, must be sequential [6]. 
Since it is consistent that a compact HausdoriI spa,ce of countablt tightness not be 
sequential [24], it may be that this question is answerable only in term of an 
additional set-theoretical axiom. 

Question: Must a compact HausdorfI subsequential space be sequential in ZFC? 
But pseudocompactness is not enough to insure that a subspace of even a HausdorfI 

sequential space is sequential. 

ropositioo. There is a T2-subsequential, pseudocompact, Hausdorflspace that 
is not sequential. 

roof. Begin with !P, the space built from N by choosing a maximal pairwise almost 
disjoint collection r of infinite subsets of N, and adding a point pc for each C E r 
Thus q = Nu (pc 1 C E r}, where each point n EN is isolated in Y, and basic 
neighborhoods of pc consist of pc itself and all but finitely many members of C. 
Thus C is a sequence converging to p c. P is known to be sequential, Hausdorff, 
and pseudocompact but not countably compact (and hence not normal). Call points 
of N level-zero points and point pc level-one points of Y. 
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From ‘E’ construct !& in the same manner that !? was built from tV, i.e., choose 
a maximal pa%ise almost disjoint family I’* of countably infinite subsets of the 
level-one points of !K For each member C of r2, add a level-two point pc. Thus 

Points of * have their original neighborhoods. A basic neighborhood of a level-two 
point, pc, consists of pc itself, all but finitely many level-one points of C, and a 
basic neighborhood of each of these level-one points. ?& has all the properties 
claimed above for V. (!& is pseudo-compact since its dense subset, V, is.) 

From !& construct ly3 in an analogous manner adding ievel-three points with a 
sequence of level-two points converging to each. !& again has all the properties 
claimed above for ?& Each level-three point pc in !& has its neighborhoods defined 
by a sequence C of level-two points in the chosen collection C3. 

Now fiy some Co in r3 and let X = !&\C,-,. X is a subspace of the sequential 
space Vs. It is HausdorfI, and is pseudocompact since it contains p as a dense 
subspace. But X is not sequential since X\{pcO} is sequentially closed but not 
closed. Thus X is the desired space. Cl 

The same central idea can be used to create a Tychonoff (in fact zero-dimensional) 
example, but one must work a little harder. Having gone through the previous 
example will make the next easier to follow. 

2.4. Proposition. There is a T2-subsequential, pseudocompact, zero-dimensional space 
that is not sequential. 

roof. Let % denote the Cantor set. Begin with a sequence { %?,,} of Cantor sets. 
Denote the zero point of %$ by 0,. From the collection of infinite subsequences of 
I%,,} choose a maximal, pairwise almost disjoint family 0 = (F, 1 a! < c}. Thus each 
F, is a sequence of Cantor sets ( gU,,}. For each cy let X, = F, u { %‘_}, where each 
%&, is yet another Cantor set with its zero point denoted by 0,. . Provide each X, 
with the topology induced from the product topology on %x S,. Thus each X, 
inherits from the Euclidean topology of the plane. Our initial space is X = U Xa = 
U { %“} u U { %&} with its topology taken from the Xa. 

We must expand X in order that it have a nonsequential subspace. This expansion 
is analogous to the construction of I.& in the proof of Proposition 2.3. 

Given a particular F, consisting of Cantor sets { %&}, choose within each such 
9&i a compact-open subset Ai not containing O,,. Further, let the diameter of Ai go 
to zero as i increases. Finally, restrict your choices so that O,, is a limit point of the 
sequence {Aai}. Every neighborhood of 0, will contain all but finitely many members 
of the sequence. From the collection of all possible such sequences choose a maximal 
pairwise almost disjoint family ra. Do this for each Q. 

Now let Y, = XU u {pa,) where the paK are in one-to-one correspondence with 

the sequences in F,. Points in Y, n X, retain their X, neighborhoods except for 
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the point 0,. The inherited neighborhoods of this point may now omit the points 

of finitely many of the sequences in TV. Neighborhoods of each pa, will contain 

that point and all the points of all but finitely many of the compact-open sets in its 

corresponding sequence from rcr. 
Finally, let Y = U Y, u {p} with each point except p retaining its Yr neighbor- 

hoods. Neighborhoods of p may omit a finite number of the Y=. It is tedious, but 
straightforward, to verify that Y is both HausdorfI and zero-dimensional. 

To check that Y is sequential, note that each point, except the 0, points and p 
itself, has a countable basis of neighborhoods. A routine verification shows that if 
0, E A, then 0, can be reached by at most two sequential closure operations starting 
from A. The same is true if p E iiT. Thus Y is sequential [4]. 

plow let 2 = y\l_j (0,). 2 1s Hausdorfl, zero-dimensional and subsequential. It 
remains to show that 2 is pseudocompact but not sequential. 

The pseudocompactness of 2 is most easily seen from the following characteriz- 
ation: A Tychonoflspace is pseudocompact i#it contains no in$nite, locally$nite family 
of pairwise disjoint open sets. This is simply a restatement of [ 12, Lemma 9.13, p. 1341. 
To see that 2 is pseudocompact suppose there were such a family (U,J of open 
sets. If infinitely many Un belonged to one Cantor set ‘&, it certainly cannot be 
locally finite. If the {U,,) meet infinitely many different (&, they must meet infinitely 
many of the Cantor sets in some Fa and so again cannot be locally finite. If infinitely 
many meet some one XQjFa yet again, they cannot be locally finite. If they meet 
infinitely many XJ F’ . !%~a every neighborhood of p meets infinitely many of them. 
Thus 2 is pseudocompact. 

That 2 is not sequential follows from the fact tha; no sequence from U F, = U %& 
can converge to p. Let A = {O,), the set of zero points of our original Cantor sets. 
Sequences from A can converge only to some 0,. But these points are precisely 
those omitted from 2 = flu (0,). Noting that p E A then shows that Z is not 
sequential and is, her cz, the desired space. Cl 

We close this section by noting that, like pseudocompactness, paracompactness 
is not sufficient to make a subsequential space sequential. There are countable 
subsequential but not sequential regular spaces (see Example 1.2). Each such, being 
Lindelaf, is paracompact. 

2.5. A paracornpact (o-conapact, Lindekii subsequential space need not be sequential. 

he category SS 

In this section we consider properties of the subcategory SSEQ of TOP. Most of 
these results have appeared earlier in Kannan’s dissertation [ 14). They are included 
here since that dissertation is not readily available (was not available to us). Two 
preliminaries are needed. First, it is easy to see that SSEQ is additive. 
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3.1. T?;e topological sum of subsequential spaces is again subsequential. 

To show that SStiQ is divisibli requires a little proof. 

3.2. Proposition. Every quotient of a subsequential space is subsequential. 

roof. Suppose X is a subspace of a sequential space S, and that q : X + Y is an 
onto quotient map. Let ti be the partition of X induced by q. Define a partition P’ 
of S by 

P’ = P v {(s} 1 s E S\X}* 

P’ induces a quotient map q’: S + S\ P’. A point y E Y car. spends to a cell q-‘(y) 
in P and hence in P’. lks we have a one-to-one function e’ : Y + S\ P’ so that 
e’oq=q’oe, uheie e : X + S Is the inclusion map. Since q is a quotient map and 
t;3’ 0 e is continuous, e’ is continuous. Suppose V is open in Y. Then q-‘( V) is open 
in X. Hence there is an open set W in S -:qhose intersection with X is q-‘(V). But 
W is saturated with respect to P’ and hence $( U’) is open in S\P’. But e’(V) = 
q’( W) LJ e’( Y). Thus e’ is an embedding, and Y is subsequential. G 

Since Kannan [14] has shown that the only additive, productive, divisible and 
hereditary subcategory of TOP is TOP itself, SSEQ, enjoying the other three proper- 
ties, cannot be productive. 

Recall that a subcategory CAT is corejlective in the containing category TOP if 
each TOP object X has a coreflection cat X in CAT and a morphism e : cat/X + X 
so that any morphism S+ X from a CAT object S factors througn e. Mono- 
cor&ective means that the morphism e is a monomorphism. In TOP every such 
morphism e is a bijection f 11,131. SEQ, the category of sequential spaces, is an 
example of a coreflective subcategory of TOP. We will denote the sequential 
coreflection of a space X by sX. 

Since additive and divisible subcategories 01’ TOP are monocoreflective [ 11,191, 
we have from 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 that: 

3.3. Corollary. The category, SSEQ, of subsequential spaces is a monocoreflective 
subcategory of TOP. 

We will denote by s_N the subsequential coreflection of a topological space X. 
It is easy to discover the subsequential corefelection of the space Np of Example 

1.3. Since p is an ultrafilter, the only spaces mapping continuously and bijectively 
onto N, are N and &I, itself. Of these only N is subsequential (the remark following 
Corollary 6.3 shows that Hausdofff need not be assumed in Example 1.3). 

. Corollary. 73e subsequential corejlection, ss(N,), of N, is the discrete space N. 

From 1 .l and I.5 we deckrce the following corollary, from which it follows that 
the subsequential coreflel;tion of o1 + 1 is wl. 
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3.5. Corollary. For any space X, the spaces X, cX, SSX, and SX are increasingly finer 

topologies on the same set, where cX is the countably tight coreflection, and SX the 

sequential corejection. 

le generatiotr 

In this section we shall show that subsequential spaces are determined by their 
countable subsets in a stronger sense than simply being countably tight. Using 
countable subspaces, the first of three simple generators for the category SSEQ is 
produced. 

osition. If X is subsequential but not sequential, there is a countable subspace 
of X rvhich is subsequential but not sequential. 

roof. If X is s&sequential but not sequential, some point p E X belongs to the 
closure of a subset A but not to any iterate of its sequential closure. By 1.5 there 
is a countable subset B of A with p E I% Then B u {p} is the desired countable 
space. Cl 

One might expect from Proposition 4.1 that a space would be subsequential if 
each of its countable subsets were. This is not true. 

4.2. w 1 + 1 is not subsequential (by 2.1) but each of its countable subspaces is sequential. 

Our expectation fails because o1 + 1 is not countably tight as the next proposition 
shows. 

osition. If X is countably tight with each countable subspace subsequential, 
then X is subsequential. 

roof. Call (p, A) a nonsequential pair in X if p belongs to the closure of A in X 
but is not in any iterate of the sequential closure of A. By Proposition 4.1 we need 
consider only countable A. For each countable nonsequential pair (p, A) choose a 
sequential space S(p, A) containing A,, = {p) u A. Let S be the topological sum of 
all the S(p, A). All the inclusion maps A, + X map a subset of S into X. The 
adjunction space formed from S and X via this map is a sequential space containing 
X (using Proposition 4.1). 0 

Since the converse of Proposition 4.3 is obvious, the proposition yields a charac- 
terization of subsequential spaces. 

As an aside, we note an easily proven analogous result for sequential spaces. 
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. If X is countably tight with each countable subset sequential, then X is a Frkhet 
space. 

Let us say that a space is generated by a family of spaces if it is a quotient of the 
topological sum of members of the family. A collection of spaces will be said to be 
generated by a family if each of its members are. A collection generated by a singleton 
family is said to be simply generated with that singleton as its simpZe generator. For 
example, the category SEQ is simply generated by S1 [7]. 

Note that any family of sequential spaces can only generate sequential spaces. 
Since any compact Hausdoti subsequential space is sequential (see the paragraph 
following 2.1), SSEQ can have no compact Hausdorfl generator as SEQ does. 

The proof of Proposition 4.3 essentially shows that each subsequential space is 
generated by its countable subspaces. 

.5. Every subsequential space is the quotient of a topologica! sum of its countable 
subspaces. 

This was also noted in Kannan’s thesis [14]. 
We use this observation to give our first proof that a single space generates all 

subsequential spaces. 

4.6. Theoram. The category S3EQ is simply generated. One such generator can be 
expressed as a topological sum of countable subsequential spaces. Its cardirrality ir 2’. 

roof. Since there are at most 2’ iopologies on a countable set, we can choose a 
small skeleton SK for the category of countable subsequential spaces. The topological 
sum, SUM, of the family SK is the desired simple generator by 4.5, using the fact 
that each summand of SUM is itself a quotient of SUM (simply shrink every other 
space in SUM to a fixed point in the copy of the given summand). Cl 

The space SUM is more numerous than needed. We will construct smaller 
generators, even a countable generator, in Section 7. 

5. Cd ies an e factorization 

Call a space with precisely one nonisolated point a prime space. (Hausdorff prime 
spaces are precisely the nondiscrete door spaces according to Kelley [18].) The 
space S, of Example 1.2 is such a space. For technical convenience we will also 
include any singleton space among the grime spaces. Given any space X and a 
point p in X, denote by Xp the prime space constructed by making each point of 
X, other than p, isolated, with p retaia.‘n, 0 Zrs original neighborhoods. Call Xp the 

primejktor of X at p, and call the process of constructing X, factoring X at p. The 
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fclklore of topology has it that each space is the quotient of the topolgical sum of 
all its prime factors. Prime spaces and prime factorizations will play ar important 
role in our subsequent study of subsequential spaces. 

Factoring a sequential space may well result in a nonsequential space. For example, 
factor SZ at its level-zero point. However the factoring of subsequential spaces is 
well behaved. 

5.1. sition. If p belongs to the subsequential space X, then the prime space X, 
is also subsequential. 

This proof will construct a space reminiscent of the Alexandroff double of 

a space. 
Embed X in a sequential space Y Now factor X at p forming the prime space 

X,. Let 2 be the disjoint sum of Y and X,\(p). Each point of 2 which comes 
from X, is then isolated in 2. Points of X, other than p, will appear twice in 2, 
once as an element of Y, and once from X,. Distinguish these by calling them x 
and x’ respectively. Each x’ is isolated in 2. A neighborhood in 2 of a point y of 
Y\X consists of U u U’ where U is a Y-neighborhood of y and U’= 
{x’ E X,, 1 x E U n X}. If y belongs to X itself, omit y’ from U u U’ where these are 
defined as above. 

Note that X,\(p) u (p}, as a subspace of 2 is homeomorphic to X,,. It remains 
only to show that 2 is sequential, e.g. that each point z in the closure of a subset 
A of 2 can be reached by taking sequential closures starting from A [4]. If z is 
isolated, it belongs to A and there is nothing to prove. If z E A n Y, it can be so 
reached since Y is sequential and retains its topology as a subspace of 2. Otherwise 
assume that A is a subspace of X,\{ p}. A neighborhood U u U’ of z meets A only 
in U’. Thus ZE U’n A. By the way neighborhoods of z are defined, z is in the 
closure of B, where B = {x E X 1 X’E U’n A}. Thus z is reached from B by successive 
sequential closures. But successive sequential closures add the same points starting 
from either B or from U’n A. 0 

5.2. Corollary. A space is subsequential if each of its prime factors is subsequential. 

roof. One direction is proved above. The other follows since X is the quotient of 
the topological sum of all the X,. 0 

See [ 16, p. 391 for a more general version of this result. 
Call a space X subsequential at a point p if X,, is subsequential. 

3. ~0~0~~~~. A space is subsequential i$’ it is subsequential at every point. 

5. ry. A space is subsequential iflit is locally subsequential (e.g. each point 
has a subsequential neighborhood ). 

Suppose X is locally subsequential and p is a point of X. Take U to be an 
open subsequen’.ial neighborhood of p in X. Then UP is subsequential. But X, = UP u 
(X\ U,,) with points of X\ UP isolated. Thus each X, is subsequential. Cl 
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sequential 0 

In this section we use the notion of a sequential sum of pointed spaces to construct 
a family of prime spaces of various subsequential complexity (order). The presence 
of one of these spaces as a subspace gives a lower bound on the subsequential order 
of the containing space. 

Given a countable family, (Xn, x,), of pointed topological spaces, the sequential 
sum [4] of the family is constructed by first forming their disjoint topological sum, 
and then forming the adjunction space over the map that sends each xn to l/n in 
S, (e.g. put S, into the topological sum also, and form the quotient obtained by 
identifying each x, with the corresponding l/n). The point associated with 0 in S, 
will be called the Zeuel-zero point (or zero point) of the sequential sum. Each of the 
Sn [4] is the sequential sum of a countable collection of copies of Sn_, , for n > 1. 
We will need to know that sequential coreflections (see just before Corollary 3.3) 
distribute through sequential sums. 

The sequential coreflection of a sequential sum of pointed spaces is the 
sequential sum of the sequential coreflections of the summands. 

roof. Let {X”, x,,} be a sequence of pointed spaces. Let s( X,J be the sequential 
coreflection of Xn, and let SS(X,) be the sequential sum of the X,,. Then s(SS(X,)) 
is the unique space such that any map f: S + SS(X,), with S sequential, factors 
through the identity 1: s( SS(X,)) + SS(X,), e.g. there is a continuous f’: S + 
s(SS(X,)), where f = 1 of’. We will show that SS(s(X,,)) satisfies this condition. 

Denote by Y, the inverse of Xn under f: Each Y, is open in S and therefore 
sequential. Denote by Y0 the inverse image of the level-zero point of SS(s(X,)). 
Denote by fn the restriction off to Y,, and by frill the factorization of fn through 
s(X,). Let fh map Y0 onto the level-zero point of SS(s(X,)). Let f’ be the map 
from S to SS( s( X”)) defined by the fn. Suppose that the sequence {a,,} converges 
to p in S. If p belongs to some Xns assume that all the a, also belong. Then the 

sequence (f :(a,)} converges to f I( p) in s(X,) and hence also in SS(s(X,)). If p 

belongs to no Y,, then f’(p) belongs to the zero point of SS(s(X,J). Thus by the 
continuity off; we may assume that {a,,} maps entirely into the x,,. Hence {f’(a,)} 
converges to {f’(p)) in SS(s(X,,)), and the proof is complete since sequential 
continuity implies continuity. Cl 

Define inductively for each ordinal Q < ol, a family TS, of spaces as follows: 

Let TS, contain only the space S,. For any nonlimit a! > 1, let TS, consist of all 

possible sequential sums with summands belonging to TS, where p = (II - 1. If a! is 
a limit ordinal, let TS, consist of all possible sequential sums with each summand 
Xi belonging to TS,,, and with (Y = sup{cui). 

If M is a subset of any space X, denote by A4, the ath sequential closure of the 
set M. 
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6.2. mma. If p belongs to M, but not to MP for any p < a, then there is a space Sty 
in TS, and a mapping f : Sa + X which sends all isolated points of Sa into M and maps 

only the zero point of S, ontop. ( When X is Hausdorfi f can be taken to be an injection.) 

roof. : or a! = 1, the proof is obvious. Suppose the assertion is true for all subsets 
K of X and all points q of KP for any p < cy. Then p is the limit of a sequence {ai} 
where each Gi belongs to some MPi for pi < cy. Construct a (pairwise disjoint, if X 
is Hausdorfl) family of open sets { Ui} with Ui containing ai. By the inductive 
hypothesis, for each i there is a (one-to-one, if X is Hausdorff) mapping5 : SPi + M n 
Ui with isolated points of SPi mapping into M and only the level-zero point of SPi 
mapping onto ai. If cy is a nonlimit ordinal, then we may take all pi = (Y - 1. Otherwise, 
pi can be taken to be an increasing sequence of ordinals converging to CL In either 
case, the sequential sum of the family SPi is an Sa belonging to TS,, and the maps 
J define the desired map with only the level-zero point of S, going to p. 0 

Recall that the sequential order, so(X), of a sequential space X (as defined in 
[4]) is the least ordinal Q! such that whenever a member x of X is in the closure 
of a subset A of X, x is in the cvth iterate of the sequential closure of A. For example, 
the space SZ defined in Example I.2 above has sequential order 2. In [4], for each 
n, a space Sn of sequential order n is defined by induction using the concept of a 
sequential sum. 

Sequential spaces of order ar for 0 < cy 6 o1 were also constructed in [4] using 
sequential sums. 

An ordinal invariant for SSEQ, called the subsequential order, will be defined in 
terms of sequential order. The subsequential order, sso( X), of a subsequential space, 
X, is the infimum of the so(S) where S is a sequential space containing X as a 
dense subset. 

Since sequential orders cannot exceed wi [ 141, the same is true for subsequential 
orders. 

For each space X in TS,, denote by X-, the prime subspace of X consisting of 
the zero point and all isolated points. Denote by TS, , the collection of all X- for 
X in TS,. 

A subsequential space of order 1 is embeddable in a hereditarily sequential space 
and is therefore sequential, in fact FrCchet. It is easily seen that S; has subsequential 
order 2. 

6.3. Corollary. If p E MLll\ MP for any p < a, then there is a space S, E TS, and a 
mapping (an injection if X is Hausdor$) f: S, + X which sends all isolated points of 
23, into M a n d maps the zero point of S, onto p. Hence, in particular, if X is any 
subsequential prime space of order a c CO:, there is a member S, in t’s, and a 
(one-to-one if X is Hausdorfl map as above. 

This corollary yields yet another proof that FU, cannot be embedded in any 
sequential space, Hausdorff or not (see Example 1.3 and Corollary 3.4 above). 
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The corollary will be used to find a countable generator for SSEQ in the next 
section. 

Having defined subsequential order, it is natural to ask about the subsequential 
order of a sequential space. 

Question: Do the sequential aqd subsequential orders coincide for sequential 

spaces? 
From Lemmas 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 used in the proof of the next theorem, it follows 

that the answer is yes for all members of the families TS,. 

If a sequential space Y contains a member of TS,, then the sequential 
order of Y is at least cy. Thus the subsequential order of any member X of TS, is (Y. 

The proof will use internal lemmas. The theorem is obviously true for QI = 1 or 
a! = 2. In the lemmas that follow, we assume that (Y > 2. 

1 
po& 

a. If Sa is a member of TS,, then every open neighborhood of the zero 
0, of Sa contains an open set X which is a member of TS, with the same zero point. 

Denote the level-zero point of Sa by 0. Denote by Xi the summands of Sa, and 
by (Xi} their level-zero points. We will also assume that Sm is densely embedded in Y 

6.4.2. Lemma. If (ai) is any sequence in Y but not Sp, if each ai is the limit of a 
sequence aii from the union of the Xi, and no ai is in the closure of any single Xi, then 
0 is not a cluster point of (ai). In fact, there is a Y-neighborhood, W, of 0 with each 
ai in the closure of Sa\ W. 

roof. Since the sequence {xi} of level-zero points of the summands converges to 
0, we may assume that no xk occurs among the {a,}. Without loss of generality we 
may also assume that for any k > 1, the sequence (akj} misses all the summands Xi 
for i C k Under these assumptions it follows that the double sequence {a,} meets 
each Xi in at most finitely many points. Let uk be the complement of {au) in Xk. 
& is open in Xk and contains x k. Let U be the union of the uk with 0 included. 

U is then an open neighborhood of 0 in Sm. Hence some open W in Y meets & 
in U, and thus contains 0, but misses the double sequence (a& Hence W cannot 
contain any ai. Cl 

If a point b of Y/S, can be reached from the isolated points M of some 
cy iterates of the sequential closure, then there is an Xi-neighborhood 

U’ of 0 with b in the closure of M\ II’. Equivalently, there is a Y-neighborhood of 0 
that misses 6. 

roof. We will prove the lemma by induction on cy. For cy = 1 the assertion is 
meaningless. For LY - - 2, Xj = S2. If b can be reached in one sequential closure, then 
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b is the limit of a sequence bi of isolated points. If the bi climb infinitely high in a 
single column of S2, let U’ be the neighborhood of 0 consisting of all higher columns. 
If not, the bi must intersect infinitely many columns. Removing one intersection 
point from each such column constructs the desired Xi-neighborhood U’. 

Suppose the lemma true for all p < cy. If cy = /3 + 1, Xj is the sequential sum of a 
family {Xi} with each Xi in TSP. If b can be reached from M (the union of the 

isolated points of the Xi) via p sequential closures, then b is the limit of a sequence 
(bi} where each bi can be reached from A4 in less than /3 sequential closures. Let 
B1 be the set of those bi that can be reached from a single summand Xii of Xj :.et 
B2 = {bi)\B, . If B, has only finitely many points, we may suppose it to be empty. 
Lemma 6.4.2 now gives the desired result. If B, is infinite, use the induction 
assumption infinitely many times to construct open sets Ui in Xii missing those 
points (only finitely many-use the intersection of the neighborhoods provided by 
the assumption) reachable from Xji. These Ui, together with 0 and those Xj not 
containing some Ui, constitute an Xj-neighborhood of 0 with b in the closure of 
its complement. 

If LY is a limit ordinal, a similar argument works. We omit the details. 14 

6.44, Lemma. If (ai) is a countable subset of pI& from which 0 can be reached in 
I iterations of sequential closure, and if each ai can be reached from the isolated points 
of & in no more than m iterations, where m -I- 1 c cu, then there is a countable subset 
bi of Y\S, with no bi in the closure of a single summand Xj of Sa, such that 0 can be 
reached in n iterations from bi, and each bi can be reached from the isolated points of 
Sp in no more than t iterations, with t < m and t + n < CY. 

Proof. By Lemma 6.4.3 we need consider only that subset of (ai} whose points are 
not in the closure of a single Xj. By Lemma 6.4.2 we have that m > 1. Hence each 
ai is the limit of a sequence (a@} in y\& where each (ati} can be reached from the 
isolated points of S, in less than m iterations. The union of the (a,) is again a 
countable subset of Y\S, from which 0 can be reached in 1 + I iterations. Let B be 
the subset of the union of the {a,} whose elements are not in the closure of a single 
summand. By Lemma 6.4.3, B is the required subset. 0 

If 0 can bc reached from the isolated points M of S= in less 
than (Y iterations, there is some sequence {ai} in Y\S, which converges to 0 and 
with each Ui reached from M in m iterations where m + 1 < cy. Applying Lemma 
6.4.4 finitely many times, one arrives at a contradiction of Lemma 6.4.2. 0 

7. Generation y prime spaces 

In tnis section we use prime spaces to construct simple generators for SSEQ. For 
any S, in TS,, let T, denote the isolated points of Sa together with its level-zero 
point. Denote by TSS, the family of all T, with SQ in TS,. 
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7. There is a family of cardinality c of prime subsequential spaces which 
generates SSEQ. In fact, the family TSS,, for each o < wl, generates all subsequential 
spaces of order a. 

This result follows easily from the following two key lemmas. 

7.1.1. a. If p belongs to MD but not to MB for any p < oy, then there is a space 
T, in TSS, and a mapping f : T, + X which sends all isolated points of T, into M and 
maps only the zero point of T, onto p. 

roof. This follows easily from Lemma 6.2. q 

a. Suppose X is a topological space so that for each x belonging to the 
closure of a subset A of X but not to A, there is a map fx from a prime space ( Px, px) 
into X taking px to x and the rest of Px into A. If the ranges of all the fx cover X, then 
the sum, q, of all such fx is a quotient map from the sum of all the (.Px, pJ onto X. 

Proof. Take a subset A of X such that q-‘(A) is closed. If x E A\A, some summand 
( Px, px) maps into Au {x} with px mapping to x. But q-‘(A) n Px is closed and, 
hence, must contain px, contradicting xg A. Cl 

roof of eorem 7.1. Given subsequential space X, apply Lemma 7.1.1 for each 
applicable subset A t X and point x E A, generating a family of mappings from 
spaces in TSS, into X. By Lemma 7.1.2, the map from the topological sum of the 
domains of the maps from the family is a quotient map. The proof of Theorem 7.1 
is now complete. D 

This theorem yields immediately a second simple generator for SSEQ. 

7.2. Corollary. The topological sum of all the T, in all the TSS, is a space of cardinality 
c that generates SSEQ. 

This corollary is an improvement of Theorem 4.6. However it can be improved 
further as follows. 

7.3. Theorem. There is a countable space PS with subsequential order o t that generates 
SSEQ. 

roof. The construction of the space PS is based on that of the classical space V 
of Isbell [12]. Start with the natural numbers N. Choose a maximal pairwise almost 
disjoint family, r, of countably infinite subsets of N. F will have cardinality c. Index 
the members of r with the ordinals less than c, forming the family {G, 1 cy < c}. The 
space PS will consist of N and a new point p. Each point of N will be isolated. The 
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neighborhoods of p will be such that for each LY < c, G, u {p} will omeomorphic 

to some R, = T, belonging to TSS,. (This is possible since the c rdinality of all 

the T, is also c.) One way to achieve this is to map the topological sum of all the 
such Ra onto PS by mapping each I?, onto Ga u (p} bijectively with the level-zero 
point of R, going to p. Tk quotient topology induced on N u (p} y this mapping 

will produce PS, which is subsequential. 
Since the map qa : PS + Ga v (p} defined by collapsing all poin 

is a quotient map, PS generates each Ta. By Theorem 7.1, PS th 
SSEQ, and the proof is complete. 0 

PS\G, to p 
re generates 

al sub uential order of a generator 

In this section we show that the order of the simple generator constructed in 
Theorem 7.3 cannot be improved. 

8.1. Lemma. If Sp is a member of TS, and if the zero point, 0, of Sa is a cluster point 
of a subset M of isolated points of Sa, then the union of the successive sequential 
closures of M is homeomorphic to some member of TS,. 

roof. The lemma is clearly true for LY = 1 or a! = 2. Suppose it is t e for all p < ix. 
and that the 0 point of S, (a member of TS,) is a cluster point of a subset M of 
isolated points of Sa. Since S, is sequential there is a sequence (bi} in Sa converging 
to 0, with each bi a cluster point of M. By the inductive hypothesis, there is for 
each i a member Xi of TS,, with bi its zero point and Xi n M consisting of isolated 
points. The topological sum of the Xi is then a member of TS 0 as its zero 
point, and is the union of the successive sequential closures of S Cr. u 

a. If T, is a member of TSS, and tf the zero point, 0, To is a cluste; 
point of a subset M of Tel, then M v (0) is homeomorphic to some mber of TSS,, 

roof. This follows immediately from Lemma 8.1 and the definitio 

A mapping f: X + Y, where X and Y are prime spaces is calle a prime map if 

the zero point of X is the unique point of X mapping onto the zero point of Y 
Note That the composition of prime maps are again prime maps. 

-’ p, and X and Y are members of TSS, and TSS, respectively, 
ther there is a prime map from X onto Y. 

. For finite n 2 2, to map S, onto S,_: via a prime map, recall that S, k a 
subspace of the sequential sum of copies of S,._, . Call the summan s Xi_ Map each 

Xi onto S,_, via the identity map, and send the zero point of S, to the zero point 
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of s,_, . Thus the lemma holds for finite ordinals, since the identity suffices for S; 
onto S,. 

Now assume the lemma holds for all ordinals less than (Y. 
If &Y is a limit ordinal, then a member X of TSS, is a subspace of the sequential 

sum of summands Xai, where the ai are nondecreasing, and Xai belongs to TSS,,, 
and the ai converge to LY. Let Y also belong to TSS,, with Y a subspace of the 
sequential sum of Yp, and the same conditions holding. Since the sequences {ai) 
and (pi} both converge to cy, there is for each j some first aj among the ai that is 
strictly greater than pi. By the inductive hypothesis, map each Xai with oj - 1~ Qi d aj 

onto Bje 

If p < IY choose some ai > /3. By our inductive hypothesis there is a prime map 

f:xai+ Y 
Similarly, there are prime maps J : Xaj + Xmi for all j > i. Using the compositions 

off and the J and mapping all X,, for k < i to an isolated point in Y, one can 
construct the desired prime map. 

The proof of the nonlimit case is an easier version of the above. q 

8.4. Lemma. If (Y > p, and X and Y are members of TSS, and TSS, respectively, 
then there is no prime map from Y onto X. 

roof. The lemma is obviously true for p = 1 by compactness. 
Assume the lemma is true for all ordinals <a (with a! > 1). We wil! show it true 

for Q! + 1. If X belongs to TSS,+,, then X is a subset of the topological sum of 

spaces Xi in TSS, consisting of O and the isolated points. Suppose Y belongs to 
TSS,. Then Y is, in the same way, a subset of the sequential sum of the Y,., with 
Y;: belonging to some TSS,, with pi < cy. If f is a prime map from Y to X, let 
f, = f 1 Y,. Let g, be the extension off, that takes the zero point, y,, of Y, to the 
level-zero point, 0, of X. gl cannot be continuous at 0, since its composition with 
a prime map from X onto X, (guaranteed by Lemma 8.3) would contradict our 
hypothesis. Hence there is an open neighborhood W, of 0 whose inverse is not open 
in Y,. This implies that there are open neighborhoods Wli of the zero points, Xi, 
of Xi such that f-‘(X\U Wli n Y1) clusters at yl . In the same way, for any n and 
for all i 2 n there are open sets Wni, decreasing as n increases, behaving similarly 
at y, of YN. Let W consist of 0 and the union of the diagonal sets of the W,,i. Then 
W is an open neighborhood of 0 in X whose inverse is not open in Y since 

j-*(X\ W) clusters at every yi of Y. 
Now suppose Q! is a limit ordinal and that the lemma is true for all ordinals p < a. 

If p < Q, then p + 1 < cy. Suppose YE TSS,, X E TSS, and Z E TSSB + 1. If there is 
a prime map, f: Y + X, then there is, by Lemma 8.3, a prime map from Y to 2 
contradicting the result of the last paragraph. This completes the proof. Cl 

l §. No space with subsequential order less than ol generates SSEQ. In 
particular, no T, with a! < wI generates SSEQ. 
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roof. Suppose Y is some subsequential space of order p < wl that generates SSEQ. 
For some cy > /3 choose a prime space 7” E TSS, of order 0. Then there is a quotient 
map q : @Xi + T* from a topological sum of copies of X to Tm. Since (0) is not 
open in T,, q-‘(O) meets some Xi, say X0, in a nonope t. Therefore, there is 

some point p E X0 and a set M c X0 with p E I@\M and disjoint from q-*(O). 

M u (0) is a prime space. 
Let q. = q 1 M u {p). q. is a prime map. Using Lemma 7.1.1, find some Ty E TSS,, 

with y s /3 and a prime map f from TY onto M w {p). Then fo q. is a prime map 
from 7’.‘. onto qo( M u (p}) which belongs to TSS, by Lemma 8.2. This contradicts 
Lemma 8.4. Cl 

.6. eorem. Any space X E TSS,\TSS, generates all subsequential spaces of order 
01, where/War<o,. 

The proof is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 8.5 above. 
The authors are indebted to the referee for pointing out that the example in 

Proposition 2.3 fails to be regular, and also for saving the authors from an embar- 
rassing error. 
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